ANTHONY   EDEN
Europe lies between dictatorships of the Right and the Left.
We do not accept that democracies are a breeding-ground for
Communism. We regard them rather as its antidote '.
These impressive thoughts helped to explain a high-sound-
ing Anglo-Italian declaration concerning freedom of transit
through the Mediterranean. After a blank denial that any
foreign Power, or pair of foreign Powers, is going to
dominate Spain for a generation, to rule its life, to direct its
foreign policies, and after a blank assertion that of all the
possible outcomes of this civil war that is most unlikely, Eden
declared: ' There is no word, no line, no comma, in the
declaration which could give any foreign Power the right to
intervene in Spain whatever the complexion of the Govern-
ment in any part of that country/
The declaration was still-born, but it represented a serious
effort on the part of the British and Italian Governments to
bring their policies into line with their respective national self-
interests. Mussolini's commitments, however, in Spain were
too extensive to allow of full understanding with Great
Britain, not extensive enough to bring Franco a quick victory.
Eden for his part was not prepared to go farther than this
declaration to help Mussolini out of the dilemma he had so
deliberately prepared for himself! In this firmness were the
seeds of Eden's ultimate resignation. Even during this
debate, Opposition speakers—in particular, Sir Archibald
Sinclair—drew attention to Eden's isolation in the Cabinet.
Turning to Germany, Eden considered whether the present
regime could lead to stable conditions. It could do so, he
thought, only by taking a full part in the normal life of the
world, by reducing its armaments and by agreeing to recog-
nize the rule of law in international relationships.
This speech, which was plainly a firm but friendly gesture
to Germany, was received with coldness and with the vitu-
peration natural to the German Press. There was more talk
of out-of-date democratic ideology and of poison from
Moscow. But it was soon made known that the real answer
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